
Street View



Assaulted, as we all are, by relentless, restless noise—throbbing 
subwoofers, urban construction, cynical marketing and violent 

news, even our own banal chitchat—Maryann Corbett “strafe[s] 
back with the whole Roget/ and gun[s her] engine to its own 
rough strife. .  .  .” Though her weapons, her engines, are stillness, 
insight, and rhythm, there is indeed a sense in which the poems 
in Street View wallop their subjects with language, blasting us and 
our pedestrian thoughtlessness with not only wit, but wisdom also. 
What a boon to have our ears blitzed by Corbett! The exquisite, 
seemingly effortless grace of these poems with their penetrating 
music and humor deserve a commendation like that the poet gives 
Veronese: “This is the catechesis/ we need now, for the kind of sight 
we work with/ here, where the world kabooms.”

—George David Clark, author of Reveille
 
 

In Maryann Corbett’s new book, we are given a Street View on 
the world, from Minneapolis to Jerusalem, a portrait of our 

constructions beautifully constructed in metrical form. And yet this 
is not the dry poetry of portraiture and architecture. These streets 
are populated with a variety of town characters, from the vagrant 
to the dangerous academic “Weirdo” with his void-sucked soul 
who makes one think of mass killings. It is metrical poetry infused 
with gorgeous imagery and the vernacular of our scientized world, 
from neurotransmitters to hydrology. And it takes seriously Wallace 
Steven’s assertion in “Of Modern Poetry” that not only must it face 
the men of the time and meet the women of the time but “It has 
to think about war/ And it has to find what will suffice.” Suffice it 
to say that the street view might be uglier than the view onto the 
mountains or the ocean, but in that ugliness can be found a clearer 
view on the truth of how we live today.

—Tony Barnstone, author of Pulp Sonnets
 
 



Given her gift with detail, Maryann Corbett is the perfect person 
to offer a view, but an even more perfect person to offer a 

“street view,” the title of her new collection. While Corbett has 
made a career of being precise, she can be whimsical as well, right 
down to the “Northrop Mall . . . as fixed and formal as an English 
sonnet” (“Campus and Dinkytown”). Two of my favorite poems 
in the collection are “Seeing Defibrillators, After” and “A Slightly 
Defective Ode to the West Side Y,” both of which she delivers to 
the reader with surprise. Yet perhaps her greatest strength is that, 
unlike many poets, she is not afraid to be the quiet steady gaze that 
takes in everything: all the things most people would miss.

—Kim Bridgford, author of Undone
 
 

Maryann Corbett takes the ode less traveled (not to mention 
the terzanelle less tried and the dactylic hexameter almost 

unheard of ) to oddly familiar destinations: the West Side Y in 
New York City, Grand Avenue in St. Paul, the dentist’s clinic. 
Her poem “Reburial Rite” starts with the unearthing of Richard 
III’s skeleton in a parking lot and ends with her acceptance of 
the unknowability of even her own parents’ prehistory. She is a 
rhapsodist of times past and places lost or endangered, but she also 
lives very much in the present, hearing in the booming, profane 
rap from the car beside her a “beatbox Marvell” seizing the day. 
“Stoplight, with Wingèd Chariot” may be a terza rima sonnet, 
but demanding poetic forms and erudite allusions never get in the 
way of her colloquial voice speaking in the here and now. Her tone 
ranges from elegiac to wry, her subjects from defibrillators to Ted 
Williams’s cryogenically frozen head. She examines experiences 
with shrewdness and fascination, crafting them into poems that 
are breathtaking in their intelligence and brio.

—Susan McLean, author of The Whetstone Misses the Knife
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To the memory of my parents,

Nick and Marguerite Zillotti

and to Minneapolis and Saint Paul,

the cities of my grown-up life
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5

Street View

One more pedestrian day
steps up. It hands me these:
an east-west avenue
alléed with leafing trees
that traffic with the light.
Such mornings, I confess
I’ve stalled at the center line
       struck motionless
watching sunrise parade,
all brass, out of the east.
Of life’s small celebrations
       even these least
need trotting out sometimes
with somersaults and handsprings
across the sullen blacktop
       that buries things.
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from University Avenue Sonnets: A Crooked Crown

The Restaurants of Frogtown

Left everything. Left Laos in ’78.
Followed a husband following Vang Pao.
Moves briskly; brings a customer his pho;
clears a table; buses a gummy plate;
bustles back to the register to grin
and greet me. Left the mountains. Kept the words.
Makes do without the tenses of her verbs.
Survived the camps in Thailand. Knows it’s been
some weeks since I’ve been here. The framed paj ntaub
embroideries behind her hold their peace
forever. Now she brushes from her face
thin strands of gray and bows her tiny bow,
offering me my take-out almond ding.

What compensates for leaving everything?
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from University Avenue Sonnets: A Crooked Crown

Light-Rail Construction

It will leave nothing. Nothing. The future comes,
ripping the asphalt up—black, jagged slabs.
It chews and spews and carts away the crud.
We’re in its dust, coughing, detoured, irate,
squeezing our wheels between blaze-orange drums,
while on both sides the wheeler-dealers land-grab.
Where refugees nursed little stores on blood
are artists’ lofts and high-end real estate,
their grand decks stacked against us. How this ends
(upending our directions in mid-scheme
without the be, finale to the seem)
is a steel-track lesson: that your road depends
on dreaming of what cannot happen yet.
The future comes. It frees us to forget.
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from University Avenue Sonnets: A Crooked Crown

Campus and Dinkytown

We are not free, and we will not forget:
it bought us with a price, a dear tuition
in calculus and rent, music and debt,
bodies and beer, existence, angst, ambition.
Here is the grid of streets we could walk blind
but struck with strangeness, stacked with uncouth blocks.
Free with us once, the place has changed its mind,
tossed memory on the curb, re-keyed the locks.
Only the Northrop Mall still saves its face,
as fixed and formal as an English sonnet.
This campus visit, we have slowed our pace
to watch them charging up and drifting down it,
the nervous ghosts still living out our pains,
still young, still beautiful. That truth remains.
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Outage

Which way? Down void streets, toward (he hoped) the river
he stared through air scoured clean.
He’d shuffled, robed and slippered, to the corner
trailing the weak beam
of a flashlight panic-fumbled from a drawer

when the dark had dropped like—what? Like a missed cue.
Blank stare. Homeric nod.
Long blocks of nothingness attested to
the absent mind of God.
At some substation, some tripped sensor knew,

maybe. But words like powerless and blight
picked at his brain stem.
Well past the township limit, lights made light
of troubles. Net of gems,
he almost-thought. And hangs upon the cheek of night

like a rich jewel. . . . He let the memory slide.
Old poetry and song
seemed less than helpful, although rich applied.
Out there, nothing was wrong.
Lux facta. No one there would look outside.


